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Online trade buyers and suppliers are aware that some unscrupulous elements are trying to spread
the word that esources is a fake directory trying to fleece traders with false promises. However,
those who have been using the services of the best, know, the UK online wholesale trade
community are not taken in by such sham talks. They are fully aware of the facts and continue to
use the largest B2B portal in the UK for some exciting online business experience.

â€¢	Traders are Ridiculing the Rumors

Despite rumors of esources scam, the trade directory continues to grow in strength and numbers.
Thousands of trade buyers and suppliers are registering as members on the portal every month to
take advantage of their unique and valuable offerings. UK traders have begun to realize that there
are major benefits of using the esources platform to conduct their ecommerce business. Apart from
the unique trading tools, esources is a safe and secure platform for UK online buyers and wholesale
suppliers to meet and transact business, away from the prying eyes of scammers, conmen and
swindlers.

Esources is a trade directory service designed to help buyers and suppliers find each other and
build partnerships that can mutually benefit them. Basic or free membership can get you access to a
series of useful features. The website has the largest verified wholesale database. It contains
names and addresses of wholesalers, distributors, manufacturers, importers, exporters and
dropshippers within and outside the UK. It is, most certainly, not the esources scam that some
elements are trying to label it as.

Suppliers registered with esources are verified and are one hundred percent genuine. As a trade
buyer, you will not come across any supplier who does not have a permanent address and
confirmed contact details and phone number. Every search also shows the origin of the supplier you
are dealing with on their profile page. There are many merchants profiled for thousands of product
categories. You wonâ€™t have to spend time researching their background and reputation. Esources
has already done it for you before they allow suppliers to feature on their verified database.

â€¢	Unparalleled Trading Experience

UK trade buyers who have been using the services of the largest trade directory in the country are
aware that esources scams simply do not exist. They find it easy to search for their niche products
from verified suppliers. In fact, the trading experience on esources is quicker and completely
effortless as traders and products are neatly categorized to facilitate easy search. They can find the
best suppliers by business type, location and products. They can also use the feature by which
buyers can post their product requests online and get suppliers to contact them with all the relevant
details.

The UK online trading community now knows pretty well, that esources scam rumors is an attempt
to mar the growing reputation of the largest online trade directory in the UK. The scam rumors are
being largely ignored by the traders who know how esources has made a huge difference to their
online trading experience.
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Brad Smith - About Author:
Despite a esources scam reports, the portal continues to attract heavy trade traffic and request for
memberships from UK trade buyers and suppliers. The attempt to label the portal as a esources
scams has failed badly as is evident from the popularity of the portal.
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